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A
nyone with only the most minimal

contact with the UK media in 2015 will

quickly realise that education is in

crisis (at least in England). The more

perceptive might also realise that some of the

news stories about young people – about what

they do, what they know and what they need

to know – are weirdly similar to the moral

panics of the 1960s and 1970s. Many of the

current panics concern aspects of social

media, especially Twitter and Snapchat, as

well as the influence of internet pornography.

    Consider the situation fifty years ago when

the moral panics were about teenage gangs

and subcultures (mods and rockers in August

1964). The 1960s saw a loosening of

censorship/classification controls on sex and

violence on cinema screens and the

beginnings of concern about drug culture and

popular music. The educational policy

response to these various changes in popular

culture and teenage behaviour included the

formalising of a curriculum space in further

education as Liberal Studies and General

Studies. This curriculum development, which

formally began in 1957 with Circular 323 from

the Ministry of Education, was aimed at

developing a technical education system

capable of producing a ‘well-informed,

discriminating and tolerant person, who can

be regarded as the product of a liberal

education’. This quote is taken from the

‘Historical Context’ section of the 1970

pamphlet issued by City and Guilds under the

title General Studies and perhaps itself

embodying the most succinct rationale for the

inclusion of such a curriculum offer for day-

release students in colleges.

Popular

Read from the perspective of 2015, this City

and Guilds pamphlet is a remarkable

document advocating a range of approaches

to teaching and learning and suggesting such

popular cultural texts as science fiction or the

samurai code as part of a wide range of

starting points for General Studies. Similar

developments in compulsory schooling in
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terms of English and Social Studies and the

first attempts at film and media education in

both schools and colleges also emerge at this

time. It is worth noting that the chair of the

‘Exploratory Committee for General Studies’ at

City & Guilds was Fred Flower, listed here as

representing the National Association for the

Teaching of English. Flower was better known

in FE as the pioneering principal of Kingsway

Day College in Central London where he

encouraged all kinds of new educational

practices including the first extensive classes

in film education. Flower was one of several

enlightened education leaders prepared to

encourage teachers who would initiate ideas

about changing the curriculum and

establishing new fields of study and new

pedagogies. Change took place as much from

‘below’ as from ‘above’.

Contradictions

Those changes in the 1960s and 1970s that

introduced and then consolidated film and

media education as part of General Studies in

FE were not without internal contradictions.

For example, it took many years to move most

media education practitioners away from what

was referred to as the ‘inoculation approach’

– the idea that teaching ‘about the media’ (as

was common in GS) was justified because it

would help to prevent students being misled

by advertising or being unduly influenced by

the worst (i.e. the most sensationalist)

aspects of Hollywood etc. That approach is

still there and many media teachers would

probably admit that they have been guilty of

trying to find ways to make sure that students

understand that ‘lads mags’ were sexist or

that newspapers don’t always report the facts

– even though we know that that kind of

inoculation is pointless and rarely has any

impact. However, it does signal a willingness

to introduce ‘popular’ media texts into the

classroom that we know are out there and

that some students will certainly engage with.

It also helps to raise other broad pedagogical

questions including those relating to ‘teacher

culture’ and ‘student culture’.

    When Liberal Studies / General Studies

was first introduced, one of the aims as seen

by many lecturers was to introduce day-

release and block-release students to

aspects of culture that they might not

otherwise have encountered – trips to art

galleries, recordings of classical music (or

jazz/avant garde music), reading of plays etc

(all mentioned in the City and Guilds

pamphlet). This ‘broadening of cultural

experience’ was a legitimate aim in itself but it

did cause problems for lecturers who felt

themselves being used as cultural agents,

foisting middle-class culture on working-class

students. There was a sense of sham and

inauthenticity involved.

    These questions of ‘teacher culture’ and

‘student culture’ have remained but

pedagogies soon developed to cope with

them. It’s in this aspect of classroom practice

that media education gained most from

emerging General Studies pedagogies. For

example, the central concept of a critical

pedagogy is to encourage students to

address their own existing ideas and to do so

within a framework which enables the

contradictions to become apparent. This

involves starting a discussion and eventually

an investigation into aspects of the student’s

world rather than starting with a preferred and

canonical text as selected by the teacher. The

subject could be a film, TV programme,

magazine, music performance etc. or a news

story, aspect of school / college policy etc.

The aim is to change the nature of the power

relationship in the classroom and to establish

common ground for critical work. Of course, it

takes a skilled and knowledgeable teacher

with confidence and experience to organise

this kind of discourse and to ensure that as

many students as possible can participate.

But if this practice can be developed students

will learn valuable critical skills and

understanding that can be applied to new

situations and new texts with which they are

less familiar. There really is a learning

process and students can be at least partly in

control of it.

Attacked

This kind of practice did develop in both

General Studies and in different forms of

media education but there have always been

formidable barriers to overcome and the

pedagogy itself has been fiercely attacked

from various quarters. Media education found
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itself divided by those who wanted to spread

its practice across the curriculum and to make

it central at all levels of formal education and

those who believed that unless it became

formalised as a timetabled ‘subject’ and

assessed in such a way as to be accepted as

a recognised ‘qualification’ its future was

uncertain. To some extent the ‘formalisers’

won and perhaps they were correct given the

ways in which media education has been

increasingly marginalised in a cross-curricular

context. But as Media Studies GCSE and A-

level developed, teachers and ‘specification

writers’ found themselves torn between

wanting everything to be ‘contemporary’ and

‘relevant’ and a more historical approach

using if not canonical texts then at least well-

worked texts which have been proved to be

effective in promoting learning. Similar

arguments emerged in General Studies

between those teachers who wanted an ‘open’

space for exploration and those who favoured

a more defined set of objectives that could be

assessed and certificated.

    The focus on the ‘now’ of student life has

sometimes been argued to have gone too far.

If all students engage with is the most popular

kinds of texts with their own age group, there

is no real expansion of student experience

and little access to the great diversity of all

kinds of culture both at home in the UK and

elsewhere. A second issue with the focus on

‘relevance’ and contemporaneity is that the

major changes in communication brought

about by the shift to digital media processes

and social media apps have been seen to

transform the subject itself. A few year ago a

group of media teachers and lecturers

suggested that we had now reached the era

of ‘Media 2.0’ and that, just like a new

computer operating system, media

specifications for GCSE, A-level and degree

courses should be completely changed.

There is certainly something in this argument

– but there is also the danger that by moving

to Media 2.0 we might forget all that we

learned about Media 1.0. If we think in

practical terms about what we need to teach

about – what should be included in classroom

discourse – we might want to think about how

to deal with offensive tweets and other forms

of communications activities by football stars,

MPs and young people themselves.

Embedded

First though it’s worth considering what

happened to that more broadly-based media

education that was part of GS in colleges and

English in schools. The college element

disappeared as the Communication Skills

model took hold in the 1980s and G&CS in

BTEC gave way to Common Skills and then

Core Skills. In schools it looked like aspects of

media education had become embedded in

English at KS4 when it was required as part of

the National Curriculum in the early 2000s but

now it has been banished. It has gone even

though there is good evidence that media work

within English often stimulated students and

encouraged them to develop written and oral

skills as part of media work that improved their

final English grades significantly. The latest

changes to English at Key Stage 4 look likely

to take teaching further back into a pre-1960s

world. ‘Gone is any sense of a modern,

dynamic subject, grappling with how young

people need to be equipped to read language

and broader systems of communication in the

21st century, replaced by a narrow, old-

fashioned curriculum, lacking in any clear

rationale about how it is preparing pupils for

the future.’ (From the English and Media

Centre’s Response to KS4 English proposals.)

Panics

With the history sketched out, let’s return to

the current panics about social media use.

One consideration is that the young people in

schools and colleges in 2015 belong to one of

two groups depending on definitions. They are

either ‘Digital Natives’ or ‘Millennials’ – born

into a world of digital media and more familiar

with digital media techniques and social media

apps than their parents and most of their

teachers. They don’t need to be taught how to

tweet or text or how to post a selfie. They have

these skills but what do they do with them –

and how do they understand the

communication processes in which they are

players? Research tends to suggest that most

social media users swap personal material or

follow celebrities. It is a relatively small

percentage who are creative in writings apps,

building websites or creating YouTube videos.

The ecology of digital media is not the open
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‘democratic’ public sphere some have argued

for but instead is increasingly dominated by

fewer, larger corporations ‘consolidating’ their

control of social media use and collecting

personal data to sell to advertisers. Few

would disagree that this is something

everyone should be aware of, but where in

the curriculum do young people get the

chance to study it in a critical way? When

questions about sexism and offensive

tweeting or alleged racist comments by high

profile football stars appear in the news, how

are they discussed?

    At the time of writing the latest focus for

these issues is the saga of the convicted

rapist Ched Evans and his attempts to find a

new professional football club after his

release from prison. Evans has been

prevented from doing so by concerted action

by a wide range of groups which have

pressurised the clubs considering signing a

player who had previously had a successful

professional career. There are many

interlinked issues in the coverage of this affair

in both traditional media and social media. It’s

a good example of a ‘sports story’ that has

‘gone viral’ partly because its elements – the

discourse about rape sentencing, the role

model in English sport, the ethical /

commercial considerations of sponsors etc -

interest a wide range of different target

groups. It would be a good classroom topic

allowing groups of students to pursue

different aspects.

Questions

If a study of these kinds of narratives was to

take place in schools and colleges outside the

academic Media Studies classroom, what

kinds of practical questions are raised? One

is the curriculum space, a second is the most

useful pedagogic approach, a third is which

teachers could apply the appropriate

pedagogies (and who would train them?). As

a distanced observer of the contemporary

classroom in schools and colleges I’m not

best-placed to answer those questions.

Perhaps curriculum spaces do exist? I’m sure

there are teachers with the intellectual

capabilities to work through the possibilities

that case studies like this might offer (and

many might themselves have a background in

media work from their own education in the

1980s/90s). The most acute problems seem

to me to be the restrictions placed on

teachers by instrumentalist modes of

assessment and highly formatted concepts of

how lessons might be conducted – all now

monitored and scrutinised to ensure targets

will be met, outcomes recorded and

inspections passed.

    What I’ve described above is the

contemporary practice of what some would

call ‘media literacy’ or ‘digital literacy’. I can

see that within the international discourses

associated with these terms there are many

issues. When I googled ‘teaching about social

media use’ the first hits I pulled up referred to

‘e-safety’ issues for teachers and students -

the inoculation model dominates in many

discussions about what teachers and children

should learn about social media. Next came

advice on ‘using social media in your

teaching’. It is much more difficult to find

anyone interested in teaching ‘about social

media’ – to ask questions such as ‘Who

controls it?’, ‘Who owns it?’, ‘How does social

media produce meanings?’, ‘Should it be

regulated?’, ‘Is it gendered?’ etc.

Space

To establish a right to digital literacy learning

and a proper media education for 2015 and

beyond requires us to re-open a curriculum

space and to find a means of training

teachers and supporting classroom work in

progressive ways. The push it seems to me

has to come from teachers themselves. Given

the time to reflect upon classroom practice I

am sure most teachers would recognise that

the current focus on skill-based learning and

restricted content delivered via standardised

lesson plans is a recipe for failure. It’s time for

a new adventure into cross-curricular

initiatives and critical pedagogies which might

enable young people in 14-19 education to

become the 21st century equivalents of those

‘well-informed, discriminating and tolerant

person(s)’ envisaged by City and Guilds in

1970.


